
Self-Assist Toilet Aid
PURPOSE: 

This product is specifically designed to provide assistance in the toileting, wiping 
function.

This product was designed by Occupational Therapists and is useful for people 
with limited mobility as result of injury, illness, medical condition.

This product is designed to be used from the front or back depending on the users 
specific condition. 

Please consult with Occupational Therapist or Physician before use.

TISSUE OR WIPES
Gather 2-3 sheets 
of tissue or 1 wipe
into a ball.

LOAD TISSUE/WIPES
Place tissue or wipe between 
two halves of tip — so that most 
of the tissue sticks out of the tip 
as shown. Do not overload. 
A few sheets is sufficient

LOAD TISSUE/WIPES
Squeeze up on trigger to hold 
tissue in place. Squeeze trigger 
to lock tip with tissue or wipe 
in place if desired.

USE FROM FRONT
Use toilet aid between legs 
while sitting on toilet seat 
to wipe.  

USE FROM BACK
Toilet aid may be used from 
back if able to squat over toilet. 
Consult Occupational Therapist 
or Physician before using.
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RELEASE SOILED TISSUE
Push release button forward
from either of two positions 
to release tissue. Repeat 
steps 1-5 as needed.

STORAGE
Clean tips with warm soapy 
water after use. This product
is designed to sit on a flat 
surface without the tips 
touching the surface.
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Scan to View YouTube
Instructional Video

Self-Assist Toilet Aid with Caddy
PURPOSE: 

This product is specifically designed to provide assistance in the toileting, wiping 
function.

This product was designed by Occupational Therapists and is useful for people 
with limited mobility as result of injury, illness, medical condition.

This product is designed to be used from the front or back depending on the users 
specific condition. 

Please consult with Occupational Therapist or Physician before use.

TISSUE OR WIPES
Gather 2-3 sheets 
of tissue or 1 wipe
into a ball.

LOAD TISSUE/WIPES
Place tissue or wipe between 
two halves of tip — so that most 
of the tissue sticks out of the tip 
as shown. Do not overload. 
A few sheets is sufficient

LOAD TISSUE/WIPES
Squeeze up on trigger to hold 
tissue in place. Squeeze trigger 
to lock tip with tissue or wipe 
in place if desired.

USE FROM FRONT
Use toilet aid between legs 
while sitting on toilet seat 
to wipe.  

USE FROM BACK
Toilet aid may be used from 
back if able to squat over toilet. 
Consult Occupational Therapist 
or Physician before using.

RELEASE SOILED TISSUE
Push release button forward
from either of two positions 
to release tissue. Repeat 
steps 1-5 as needed.

STORAGE
Clean tips with warm 
soapy water after use. 

Squeeze up on trigger 
handle to lock tips 
in place.

Insert Toilet Aid into 
Caddy so that front of 
Toilet Aid is facing the 
taller side of the caddy.
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